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Five issues of CODASYL database administration are investigated in this paper. First, the effects of CODASYL
storage record placement strategies on the cost of query and update transactions are investigated. Second, the cost of
CODASYL database usage pattern is analysed and it is shown that for different usage patterns, different optimal
storage structures result. Third, the effects of some changes on an optimal storage structure which the designer may
consider desirable are investigated. Fourth, the benefits of clustering storage records which are hierarchically related by
CODASYL sets are analysed and shown to decrease with the increase in the levels of the hierarchy. Finally, the effects
of statistical variation that may be expected in data populations on the cost of query and update transactions are
examined.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The administration of database at the physical level is
concerned with the organisation of data in the secondary
storage such that the performance of the database can be
efficient. The efficiency of a database can be measured in
terms of the cost of its query and update transactions,
and secondary storage space. The minimisation of the
cost of query transactions may result in additional
storage space and increase the cost of update trans-
actions. The selection of a particular storage structure
which is favourable to a query or update transaction may
cause an increase in the cost of processing some other
transactions.

The CODASYL set mode has been discussed in Ref.
39 and the experimental study of its performance
presented in Refs 17 and 18. In this research, the
performance of CODASYL database is studied by
considering storage record placement strategies, the cost
of query and update transactions, usage pattern, storage
space and statistical variation in data populations.

A placement strategy dictates the structure of a storage
record type and provides the mechanism for accessing
the occurrences of the record type.11 The placement
strategies are calc, sequential, clustered via set and
clustered via set near owner.

The calc placement strategy permits the occurrences of
a record type to be stored in the addresses generated
randomly using the record key. It provides the efficient
retrieval and update of individual record occurrences
using the record key. The sequential placement strategy
permits the occurrences of a record type to be stored in
a specified range of pages in a sequence of ascending or
descending values of a defined key. It optimises the
processing of the record occurrences in the specified key
sequence. The clustered via-set placement strategy
permits the member records of a set occurrence to be
stored together in a sequence within a specified page
range. The clustered via set near owner permits the
member records of a set occurrence to be stored within
the page containing the owner record. In a situation
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where the set occurrence is too large to be stored within
a page, the member records which cannot be stored
within this page are stored on a page adjacent to that
page which contains the owner record. In general, the
choice of placement strategy usually optimises one type
of access at the expense of others.

The first phase of our study addresses the optimisation
of the storage structure of CODASYL database. One
intention is to demonstrate the effects of CODASYL
database storage record placement strategies on the cost
of query and update transactions. The other intention is
to show that for different database usage patterns
different optimal storage structures result.

The second and final phase is concerned with the
sensitivity analysis of the optimal storage structure
obtained in phase one. Three issues are addressed in this
phase. The effects of some changes on an existing
optimal storage structure which are favoured by the
designer are investigated. The CODASYL storage
record placement strategy described as 'clustered via set
near owner' is intended to minimise the cost of database
processing, especially when the owner and member
records of a set occurrence are always required together.
It is shown in this study that in a hierarchy of sets, the
benefits of clustering storage records decrease with the
increase in levels of the hierarchy. Finally, the effects of
the statistical variation that may be expected in data
populations on the cost of query and update transactions
are investigated.

The organisation of the paper is as follows. The results
of the investigations carried out in the first phase of the
experiment are presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents
the results of the investigations carried out in the second
phase. Some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. THE OPTIMISATION OF CODASYL
DATABASE STORAGE STRUCTURE

The procedure for the optimisation of CODASYL
database storage structure has five modules. These are:
the cluster matrix generator, the CODASYL storage
area definer, the query and update program genera-
tor, the query and update cost evaluator and the optimal
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storage structure selector. In this section, the assumptions
made in the experiment are outlined and the primary
inputs described briefly. Furthermore, the modules are
described in some detail and the results obtained from
the case study of a conference database presented.

2.1 The basic assumptions

The following assumptions are made in the experiment.
# The set mode described as embedded pointer array is

assumed.
# A schema record type maps to only one storage

record type.
# A fixed-size page environment in which the unit of

transfer of data from the secondary storage to the
memory is a page is assumed.

# The set order is assumed sorted and indexes supported
by the SCOPE Indexed Sequential (SIS) file mech-
anism as described in Ref. 48.

# The probability of overflow of calc chain to another
page is neglected.

2.2 The primary inputs

The primary inputs to the experiment are the CODASYL
schema, the statistics, query and update transactions,
and usage pattern of the intended database.

A CODASYL schema is generally described as a
graph where the vertices and the edges of the graph
represent record types and set types respectively. For
convenience in our experimental study, a schema is
represented by a square matrix where the rows and the
columns are defined by record types. An entry of the
schema matrix is represented by et p where et} is defined
by:

0 if record type / equals record type j
1 if record type / is a member of a set owned

by record type j
$ otherwise

The relational representation of the intended database
statistics, query and update transactions, and usage
pattern is adopted. A typical representation for the case
study of conference database is presented in Appendices
A.2 and A.3.

2.3 The cluster matrix generation

One of the ways by which the efficient performance of the
CODASYL database can be improved is by clustering
storage records, which will often be required together by
the database users.34 Mathematical algorithms for
clustering data items and record types have been
proposed in Refs 23 and 41. It is very unlikely that
formal deterministic procedures for clustering data will
yield a satisfactory answer to the problem of the
implementation of a large database.48 In this study,
therefore, a heuristic approach for the generation of the
feasible clusters of CODASYL storage record types is
chosen.

A feasible cluster of CODASYL storage record types
is represented by a matrix. An entry of the matrix is
denoted by Ctj, which describes the placement strategy

of a member record type i of a set type owned by a record
type/ In general, C(j is defined by:

0 if i is calc'ed or / is randomly placed
relative toy

1 if i is sequential
3 if / is clustered via a set owned by j
4 if /' is clustered via a set near the owner j
b otherwise

2.3.1 The rules for clustering storage structures

In this work, the record clustering rules proposed in Ref.
27 are modified by considering access methods and
database usage pattern. One of the rules follows from the
logical restrictions of CODASYL database design. The
others are introduced as desirable mechanisms to reduce
the size of the solution space to be examined.

2.3.1.1 The clustering rule one

Suppose a record type Rx is a member of two set types
and S2, say, where the owner record types of S1 and

and R3, respectively. Then Rx may be clustered
via Sx or S2 but not both. Alternatively Rx can be
clustered via Sx near R2 or via S2 near R3, but not both.
For an effective and efficient design, the expected number
of members of an occurrence of either of the two set
types together with their frequencies of traversal are
desirable for the determination of the set type to select.
This rule can be generalised to the situation when Rx is
a member of three or more set types.

S2 are R

2.3.1.2 The clustering rule two
Let a record type Rx be a member of the set type Sj
owned by the record type R2. Suppose Rx is the owner of
a set type S2 whose member record type is R3. If Rx is
clustered via Sx near R2, then R3 cannot be clustered via
S2 near Rv R3 can be clustered via S2 near Rj only if the
result of a trade-off analysis- favours it.

2.3.1.3 The clustering rule three

Let a record type Rx be the owner of set types S2, S3,...,
Sn and the corresponding member record types are R2,
R3, ...,Rn. Then at least one of these member record
types may be clustered via its corresponding set type
near Rx.

2.3.1.4 The clustering rule four

Let a record type Rx be a member of the set type Si
owned by the record type R2. Suppose Rx is the owner of
a set type S2 whose member record type is R3. If Rj is
clustered via Sl5 R3 may be clustered via S2 as well.

2.3.1.5 The clustering rule five

Let a serial query represented by \ with frequency m be
defined on a record type Rx. A serial query is that whose
accesses of the occurrences of a record type are sequential.
Suppose there are some query and/or update transactions
represented by T2, T3, T4, T5 and T6, say, each of which in-
volves Rj and some other record types R2, R3 and R4.
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Let the total frequency of these transactions be n (m >
n). Suppose Rt is the owner of the set types S2 and S3,
whose members are R2 and R3, respectively, if the cost of
\ is P page accesses and the sum of the cost of T2, T3,
T4, T5 and T6 is Q page accesses (P >̂ Q), then R2 and
R3 may not be clustered via S2 and S3 respectively near

R,-
The inputs to the cluster matrix generator are the

schema matrix, database statistics, usage pattern, query
and update transactions.

2.3.2 The cluster matrices generated for conference
database

Applying the rules for clustering storage records on the
conference database described in Appendix A, sixteen
cluster matrices are generated. In order to minimise the
size of this paper, we report only the cluster matrix
shown in Table 2.1. However, due reference will be made
to some other matrices when the need arises in the
remaining part of this paper.

Table 2.1.

Member

The cluster

1 2

matrix

3 4

of a

5

storage

Owner

6

structure

7 8 9 10 11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

A n

4 _ o — — — — — — — —
_ 3 — — — — — — — — —

— — — 4 0 —

— 3 — — — —
3

0 —
— 0

3 0
— 0
— 0

In Table 2.1 the Cl f l indicates that the placement of
the record type person is calc. The entry C 2 1 indicates
that the record type author is clustered via the set type
persauth near person. The other entries can be described
in a similar manner using the definition of Ci} given
above.

2.4 The CODASYL area definition

In this experiment, the formula for calculating the total
number of pages denoted by TV per CODASYL area
proposed in Ref. 25 is adopted. The formula is:

100«(L + 2)
D(P-S)

where P represents the page size in bytes, D represents
the percentage packing density, n represents the total
number of records to be stored, L represents the average
record length in bytes. Each record receives a 2-word line
index and each page has a 4-word header and a 4-word
footer used by the system.

The inputs to the area definer are the database
statistics and the cluster matrices. An area is described by
the number of pages that composed it and the storage
record types whose occurrences are contained within
it.

2.4.1 The CODASYL area generated for conference
database

In the experimental study, the record size is assumed
fixed and the page size is 1,024 bytes. The percentage
packing density is 80. The definition of the areas obtained
for the storage structure depicted in Table 2.1 is described
in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.

Table 2.2. The record types per area

CODASYL area name

person-author-referee-area
person-author-referee-area
person-author-referee-area
conference-session-paper-area
conference-session-paper-area
conference-session-paper-area
presenter-area
phone-area
accpaper-area
authorship-area
refereeing-area

Table 2.3. The pages per area

CODASYL area name

person-author-referee-area
conference-session-paper-area
presenter-area
phone-area
accpaper-area
authorship-area
refereeing-area

Storage
record type

person
author
referee
conference
session
paper
presenter
phone
accpaper
authorship
refereeing

No. of pages

1500
520
400
200
100

2000
2000

2.5 The query and update program generation

The techniques for the evaluation of query program
on CODASYL database are proposed in Ref. 14. That
technique is modified to cover update transactions and
implemented in this experiment using a variant of the
algorithm which determines all the distinct spanning
trees of a graph. The inputs to the query and update
program generator are the CODASYL schema matrix,
database statistics, query and update transactions. A
query or update program is described by a record type
which acts as the entry point or root to the database and
the remaining record types involved in the transaction in
the sequence of visiting them.

2.5.1 The programs generated for conference
database

In order to minimise the size of this paper we present
only some of the programs generated for query Q6

and update transaction Ut.
Query Q6 has only one entry point but two feasible

programs. The descriptions of these programs are:

{[Q6a J ; conference, session, paper}
{[Q6tli2]; conference, paper, session}
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The first program prescribes the navigation of the
database as follows. Access the given occurrence xyz, say
of the record type conference. Following this, access the
occurrences of the record type session which are owned
by xyz in the set type confsess. Finally, access the
occurrences of the record type paper which are owned by
xyz in the set type confpape. The second programme
prescribes the navigation of the occurrence xyz of
conference, then the occurrences of paper before the
occurrences of session.

Two of the programs generated for \Jl are:

{[^1 i 1]; PaPer> accpaper, authorship, refereeing, pre-
senter, conference}

{[Ultli J ; paper, conference, presenter, accpaper, author-
ship, refereeing}

The first program prescribes the navigation of the
database as follows. Access and delete the given
occurrence xyz, say, of the record type paper. Delete the
occurrences of the record type accpaper owned by xyz in
the set type papeaccp. Delete the occurrences of the
record types authorship and refereeing owned by xyz.
Disconnect the record xyz from its owners in the set types
confpape and prespape.

2.6 The query and update cost evaluation

Query access cost model for CODASYL database is
proposed in Ref. 14. The query and update cost model
proposed in Ref. 26 does not consider the CODASYL
storage record placement strategy described as clustered
via set near owner. In this experiment, the two cost
models referenced above are combined and modified to
cater for the placement strategy described as clustered
via set near owner.

The inputs to the cost evaluator are: the cluster
matrices, query and update programs, and the
CODASYL area. The cost of a transaction is evaluated
in four steps. First, the cost of accessing an area involved
in the transaction is calculated. Second, this cost is
multiplied by the number of times the area is visited.
Third, the first and second steps are repeated for the

other areas involved in the transaction. Fourth, the
overall costs of the areas are added together, and
multiplied by the frequency of the transaction.

2.6.1 The cost of the conference database

The cost of the transactions presented in Appendix A. 3
for the sixteen storage structures generated for the
conference database is shown in Table 2.4. The major
factor which is responsible for the differences in the cost
from one storage structure to another is the variation in
the placement strategies of the record types which are
involved in each transaction.

2.7 The optimal storage structure selection

The inputs to the optimal storage structure selector are
the query and update cost matrix, cluster matrix and the
CODASYL area. The selection of the optimal storage
structure is in three steps. First, the minimum cost of
each transaction per storage structure is obtained. It is
noted that the cost of the programs of a transaction
may vary from one to another. Second, the sum of the
minimum cost for all transactions per storage structure is
calculated. Finally, the storage structure with the least
cost is chosen as the optimal.

2.7.1 The optimal storage structure for conference
database

Seven usage patterns of the conference database are
formulated by varying the frequencies of the transactions
defined in Appendix A. 3. In this paper, only the results
obtained for two of the usage patterns will be presented
and analysed.

2.7.1.1 Usage pattern one

In usage pattern one, the frequency of each of the
transactions defined in Appendix A.3 is assumed to be
one. The cost of this usage pattern for the sixteen storage
structures is shown in Table 2.5.

Table 2.4. The cost of database transactions

Storage
structure

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Query

Q4

6
6
3
3
6
6
3
3
6
6
3
3
6
6
3
3

transactions

Q2

3
3
6
6
3
3
6
6
3
3
6
6
3
3
6
6

Qs

12
42
12
42
12
42
12
42
12
42
12
42
12
42
12
42

Q4

53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Q6

53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
202
202
202
202
202
202
202
202

Qs

53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
204
204
204
204
204
204
204
204

Q,

13
13
13
13
17
17
17
17
13
13
13
13
17
17
17
17

Q8

28
28
13
13
32
32
17
17
28
28
13
13
32
32
17
17

Qs

853
253
853
253
853
253
853
253
1003
403
1003
403
1003
413
1003
403

Q..

6
3
6
3
6
3
6
3
6
3
6
3
6
3
6
3

Update

Ux

91
88
88
85
91
88
88
85
91
88
88
85
91
88
88
85

transactions

u2
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

U3;

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

u4
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
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In Table 2.5 the storage structure represented by 4 has
the least cost; hence it is the optimal. A simplified form
of the description of this structure using the Database
Storage Description Language (DSDL) proposed in Ref.
11 is as follows:

STORAGE SCHEMA conference-database,
REPRESENT ALL,

STORAGE AREA person-author-referee-
area,
INITIAL SIZE 1500 PAGES,
FRAME SIZE 1024 CHARACTERS;
STORAGE AREA conference-session-
paper-area,
INITIAL SIZE 520 PAGES,
FRAME SIZE 1024 CHARACTERS;
STORAGE AREA presenter-area,
INITIAL SIZE 400 PAGES
FRAME SIZE 1024 CHARACTERS;
STORAGE AREA phone-area,
INITIAL SIZE 200 PAGES,
FRAME SIZE 1024 CHARACTERS;.
STORAGE AREA accpaper-area,
INITIAL SIZE 100 PAGES,
FRAME SIZE 1024 CHARACTERS;

STORAGE AREA authdrship-area,
INITIAL SIZE 2000 PAGES,
FRAME SIZE 1024 CHARACTERS;
STORAGE AREA refereeing-area,
INITIAL SIZE 2000 PAGES,
FRAME SIZE 1024 CHARACTERS;

STORAGE RECORD Person,
PLACEMENT calc USING pnumber;
STORAGE RECORD author,
PLACEMENT clustered VIA persauth

NEAR person;
STORAGE RECORD referee,
PLACEMENT clustered VIA persrefe

NEAR person;
STORAGE RECORD conference,
PLACEMENT calc USING confname;
STORAGE RECORD presenter,
PLACEMENT clustered VIA authpres;
STORAGE RECORD phone,
PLACEMENT clustered VIA refephon;
STORAGE RECORD session,
PLACEMENT clustered VIA confsess

NEAR conference;
STORAGE RECORD paper,
PLACEMENT clustered VIA confpape

NEAR conference;
STORAGE RECORD accpaper,
PLACEMENT clustered VIA SESSACCP;
STORAGE RECORD authorship
PLACEMENT clustered VIA papeauth;
STORAGE RECORD refereeing,
PLACEMENT clustered VIA paperefe,

END STORAGE SCHEMA

2.7.1.2 Usage pattern two

In usage pattern two, the frequencies of queries Q,, Q2,
Q8 and Q9 are 10, 100, 10 and 10, respectively. The
frequencies of the other transactions are taken to be one.

Table 2.5. The access cost of usage pattern one

Storage
structure

Cost of
transactions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1243
667
1225
649
1249
673
1231
655
1594
1018
1576
1000
1600
1024
1572
1006

Table 2.6. The access cost of usage pattern two

Storage
structure

Cost of
transactions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

9523
3547
9640
3664
9565
3589
3676
3706
11224
5248
10341
5365
11268
5290
10383
5407

The cost of this usage pattern for the sixteen storage
structures is shown in Table 2.6.

In Table 2.6, the storage structure represented by 2 has
the least cost, hence it is the optimal storage structure. In
this structure, the record type authorship is clustered via
set type authauth. It is noted that authorship is clustered
via papeauth in the optimal structure obtained for usage
pattern one. It is concluded therefore that if the frequency
of query Q2 is large compared with that of query Qx,
there is a benefit when authorship is clustered via authauth.

3. THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF
OPTIMAL STORAGE STRUCTURE

Three issues are addressed in this section. First, the
analysis of the cost of a storage structure which is
obtained due to certain changes in the placement
strategies of the record types of the existing optimal
structure is carried out. Second, the cost and benefits of
clustering CODASYL storage records are investigated.
Finally, the cost of the statistical variation that may be
expected in data populations is investigated.
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3.1 The cost effects of changes in record placement
strategies

The existing optimal storage structure is analysed and
the placement of some record types is changed. The new
storage structure is evaluated with the objective of
determining whether a new optimal structure will result.
The optimal storage structure obtained for usage pattern
two, described in the previous section, is considered for
this investigation and the following changes are made:

(a) the record type paper is calc'ed;
(b) the record type authorship is clustered via papeauth

near paper;
(c) the record type session is clustered via confsess.

It is remarked that a new CODASYL area definition is
obtained because of these changes. The cost of usage
pattern two on the new storage structure is shown in
Table 3.1. It is observed that while the cost of transactions
Qi> Q4. and U2 is reduced, the cost of the other
transactions is increased. The overall cost of the new
storage structure is 5,320 page accesses. This shows an
increase of 1,773 page accesses when compared with that
of the existing optimal storage structure. Considering the
existing transactions, therefore, it is not a wise design
decision to calc the record type paper.

3.2 The cost effects of multiple clustering of storage
records

Clustering rule two, described in Section 2.3, allows for
at most two-level clustering of storage records. In this
section the rule is relaxed such that multiple-level
clustering of storage records is allowed. The cost of the
multiple-level clustering for some CODASYL set trees in
the conference database is analysed in the following.

Consider the optimal storage structure obtained for
usage pattern two. Suppose the record type refereeing is
clustered via paperefe near paper, and paper, in turn, is
clustered via confpape near conference. A new CODASYL
area definition is obtained as a result of this decision. The
cost of the new storage structure is given in Table 3.2 and
the overall cost is 4,094 page accesses. This shows an

increase of 547 page accesses when compared with the
cost of the existing optimal storage structure.

3.3 The cost effects of statistical variation of data
population

The effects of the variation in the expected number of
members of an occurrence of a set type on set mode have
been discussed in Ref. 39 and the experimental study of
these carried out and reported in Refs 17 and 18. In our
study, an existing optimal storage structure is analysed
and the expected number of the member records of the
occurrences of some set types is varied. The cost of the
database transactions on the new storage structure which
results is analysed.

Consider the optimal storage structure obtained for
usage pattern two. With reference to the database
statistics of Appendix A.2.3, the following changes are
made:

(a) the expected number of occurrences of refereeing
per occurrence of the set type paperefe is 2;

(b) the expected number of occurrences of refereeing
per occurrence of the set type referefe is 80.

The cost of usage pattern two on the new storage
structure is given in Table 3.3. The overall cost is 3,572
page accesses and shows an increase of 25 page accesses
when compared with the cost of the existing optimal
storage structure. In order to reduce this cost, the
following is desirable:

(a) change the placement strategy of refereeing from
clustered via paper to clustered via referefe.

This change will force a reduction in the overall cost
obtained above. In particular, the cost of transaction
Q3 will be reduced by 60 page accesses.

4. THE CONCLUSION

Some basic assumptions have been made in the frame-
work for the CODASYL database administration pre-
sented in this paper. The assumptions can be dropped in
order to carry out further experimental study.

Table 3.1. The

Transactions

Cost

Table 3.2. The

Transactions

Cost

Table 3.3. The

Transactions

Cost

cost of the new

Qi Q2

10 600

storage

Qs

42

structure

Q4

2

Q5

202

cost of the relaxed storage structure

Qi Q2

60 300

Qa

42

Q4

4

Q5

249

cost of variation in data population

Qi Q2

60 300

Qs

82

Q,

53

Q5

53

Qe

203

Qe

251

Qe

53

Q,

13

Q,

13

Q,

13

Qs

80

Qs

280

Qs

289

Qs

4010

Q9

2490

Qs

2530

Qio

2

Qio

249

Qio

3

84

Ui

84

ux

73

u2

64

U2

64

u2

64

U3

2;

U3

2

U3

2

u4

6

u4

6

u4

6
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The complex structures such as multimember set type
have not been considered, particularly in the case study
of the conference database. A multimember set type can
be handled in the experiment by breaking it into two or
more set types. This mechanism has been proposed in
Ref. 39 for the implementation of multimember set type.
The set mode such as chain next and prior; chain next,
prior and owner can be considered. Furthermore,
allowance can be given for a schema record type to map
to two or more storage record types.

In general, the procedure for our experiment is
modular, and may be used for the interactive design of
the storage structure of CODASYL database. The
procedure might more usefully be applied to the

reorganisation of an existing CODASYL database,
where the designer could first contrast the theoretical
results with those actually obtained.
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APPENDIX A

The CODASYL conference database statistics and
usage

A.I The CODASYL schema graph

Person

persauth

Author

persrefe

Referee

confsess confpape prespape authauth

N
refephon

Phone

A.2 The statistics of CODASYL conference database

A.2.I The statistics of record types

Record no. Name Population Size

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

PERSON
AUTHOR
REFEREE
CONFERENCE
PRESENTER
PHONE
SESSION
PAPER
ACCPAPER

- AUTHORSHIP
REFEREEING

15000
2000

200
10

400
400
100

2000
500

8000
8000

200
100
100
150
100
100
150
200
100
200
200
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A.2.2 The statistics of data items

Record
no.

D-item
no.

D-item
name

Value
type

D-item
sel

4
4
4
4
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
5
2
3

11
11
1
1
1
6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

CONFNAME
CONFPLACE
STARTDATE
ENDDATE
STITLE
SDATE
SPLACE
STARTTIME
ENDTIME
PATITLE
DATEACKSENT
REGDATE
DECDATE
PNUMBER
PNUMBER
PNUMBER
REFREPORT
REFEREPNO
PNUMBER
PNAME
PADDRESS
PHONENUM

10
10
10
10

100
20
10
3
3

2000
100
100
100
400

2000
200

8000
8000

15000.
7500

15000
200

0.10000
0.10000
0.10000
0.10000
0.01000
0.05000
0.10000
0.33333
0.33333
0.00050
0.01000
0.01000
0.01000
0.00250
0.00050
0.00500
0.00013
0.00013
0.00007
0.00013
0.00007
0.00500

A.2.3 The statistics of set types

Set-no. Set-name Own-no. Mem-no. Mem/own

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

PERSAUTH
PERSREFE
AUTHPRES
REFEPHON
CONFSESS
CONFPAPE
PRESPAPE
AUTHAUTH
KEFEREFE
SESSACCP
PAPEACCP
PAPEREFE
PAPEAUTH

1
1
2
3
4
4
5
2
3
7
8
8
8

10
11
9
9

11
10

1
1
1
2

10
200

5
4

40
5
1
4
4

A.3 The transactions on CODASYL conference
database

The transactions presented in the following do not form
an exhaustive list of the users' activities on the conference
database. However, it is adequate for the investigations
carried out in the study.
Q, Find the authors of a given paper.
Q2 Find the papers written by a given author
Q3 Find the refereeing report of a given referee
Q4 Find the sessions of a given conference
Q5 Find the papers submitted to a given conference
Q6 Find the sessions and the papers of a given conference

Q7 Find the presenters of the papers to be presented in
a given session

Q8 Find the authors of the papers to be presented in a
given session

Q9 Find the reports of the referees for the papers
submitted to a given conference

Q10 Find the reports of the referee for a given paper
Uj Delete a given paper
U2 Store a given paper
U3 Modify the address of a given person
U4 Connect a given accpaper to a session

A.3.1 The type-one transaction definition

Transaction Number of Entry point of Frequency of
no. record type transaction transaction

Q3

Qs
Q6
Q,
Q8
Q9
Qi.

3

u4

2
2
2
2
2
3
4
4
3
2
6
3
1
2

PAPER
AUTHOR
REFEREE
CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE
SESSION
SESSION
CONFERENCE
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PERSON
SESSION

A.3.2 The type-two transaction definition

The table below gives the description of the transactions
Qj_7. The other transactions can be described in a similar
way.

Transaction Record
no. name

Access
mode Selectivity

Q,

QI
Q3

Q4
Q4

Q5

Q5

Q6

Q!
Q,
Q,
Q,

PAPER
AUTHORSHIP
AUTHOR
AUTHORSHIP
REFEREE
REFEREEING
CONFERENCE
SESSION
CONFERENCE
PAPER
CONFERENCE
SESSION
PAPER
SESSION
ACCPAPER
PAPER
PRESENTER

calc
s e t
ca lc
s e t
calc
s e t
calc
s e t
ca lc
s e t
calc
s e t
s e t
ca lc
s e t
s e t
s e t

0.00050
0.00050
0.00050
0.00050
0.00500
0.00500
0.10000
0.10000
0.10000
0.10000
0.10000
0.10000
0.10000
0.01000
0.01000
0.00250
0.01250
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